Bike Routes & Sidewalks

Access this survey on your mobile device or online at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TOMP_OpenHouse3

Mount Pleasant Way
Laurel Hill Plantation

Palmetto Islands County Park

Memorial Waterfront Park

Example Multiuse Path
Renderings &
Cross Sections

Parallel to existing roads:
Separate 10-foot multiuse path

Shem Creek

Adjacent to Roadway:
Bike lane or wider sidewalk

Access this survey on your mobile device or online at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TOMP_OpenHouse3

2040 LRTP Potential Projects

Access this survey on your mobile device or online at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TOMP_OpenHouse3

Policies and Programs
In addition to physical improvements to infrastructure or projects, policies and programs are also strategies the Town may implement to provide
mobility. Policies are used to promote or require action towards a goal or priority while programs are put into place to conduct additional analysis
and better define appropriate future actions.

POTENTIAL POLICIES

&

&

PROGRAMS

EXAMPLES OF LAND USE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
COORDINATION IN THIS PLAN UPDATE

1. A policy that defines “special events” and requires the development of a
traffic management plan to implement during the event.

Goal Area: Quality of the Built Environment/Place
Objective 3: Character Areas

2. A policy to identify potential emergency scenarios and provide routing
preference and evacuation route identification.
3. A program to monitor emerging technologies, autonomous vehicles,
SMART infrastructure, etc.) and develop implementation strategies as
determined appropriate.

Goal Area: Quality of Life Community Character
Objective 6: Community Connection

4. Policies and programs the Town may implement to achieve maximum
efficiency of existing infrastructure.

Draft Strategy:
Encourage the establishment of small scale
neighborhood gathering places (parks,
playgrounds, coffee shops, small restaurants)
within walking distance of local neighborhoods,
but not private to individual subdivisions, to
provide opportunities for nearby residents to
gather.

5. Policies and programs the Town may implement to provide multimodal
options for mobility.
6. Policies and programs the Town may implement to further integrate land
use and transportation planning.

WHY COORDINATE THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
INTEGRATING LAND USE
						TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

&

LRTP Coordination:
Incorporate transportation facility type and
standards from area plans into project descriptions
for improvements located in those areas.

Draft Strategy:
Initiate a program of creating area master plans to
further refine development goals, standards and
needs for each part of town.

&

LRTP Coordination:
The location and route selection of the proposed
Mount Pleasant Way and other bicycle pedestrian
improvements may directly support these
gathering places.

THE LRTP?

Integrating land use and transportation planning is one of the key long
term strategies for promoting the well being of a community. Thinking more
strategically about land use-transportation relationships can lead to: reduced
vehicle miles of travel; improvements in air quality; increased levels of walking,
bicycling and transit use; economic and community revitalization; and the
preservation of neighborhood character.
This effort to update the Town’s Comprehensive Plan and Long Range
Transportation Plan concurrently was based in large part on the opportunity to
better integrate land use and transportation planning efforts.

&

THE LAND USE
TRANSPORTATION CYCLE
Land use decisions
impact transportation.

Transportation decisions
impact land use.

Roadway
Improvements

Increased
Accessibility

Increased
Congestion

Increased
Land Value

Increased
Traffic
Conflict

Land Use
Change
Increased
Traffic

Access this survey on your mobile device or online at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TOMP_OpenHouse3

Emerging Technologies
As part of the LRTP Update, the Town is developing a group of proposed Policies and Programs that could
impact land use and transportation. Some of these policies and programs may be related to emerging
technologies. Examples of emerging technologies that may impact land use and transportation planning in
the future are provided below.
Autonomous and Connected Vehicles
Vehicles partially or fully automated to navigate with less human input, improving roadway
performance and safety.
First Mile-Last Mile, Car Sharing and Electric Vehicles
Car sharing programs with autonomous vehicles that provide local mobility or connections to the
regional transportation network and electric vehicles that are environmentally friendly but require
new infrastructure and charging stations.
Variable Speed Limits on Freeway Network
Speed limits vary in real time to respond to congestion levels and road conditions to
maintain smooth and consistent traffic flow.
Real-Time Traveler Information via Personal Devices
Provide real-time traveler and parking information, available on-the-fly, to influence how people
choose to get around, what route they take, and when they travel.

Image source: Amazon

Delivery Robots and Drones
Drones are flying robots that use GPS and sensors to fly autonomously. Companies, such as Amazon,
have taken interest in them as a way to transport goods.
Smart Cities and Transportation Systems
A smart city is a municipality that uses information and communication technologies to
increase operational efficiency, share information with the public and improve both the quality of
government services and citizen welfare.

Image source: Hitachi

